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ABSTRACT 
Deep-sea minerals such as polymetallic nodule, 

hydrothermal sulphides and ferro-manganese crusts have for 

long attracted attention as an alternative source of metals to 

terrestrial deposits. To bring these minerals up to the land, 

flexible risers are needed. As the mining industry developing 

towards deep sea area, the conveying system is usually designed 

as a combination of steel riser and flexible riser. According to 

different transport requirements, various flexible riser 

configurations, such as steel catenary riser, lazy-wave riser and 

saddle-shaped riser, have been proposed. During mining 

operation, the riser bears gravity, buoyancy, wave and current 

force, therefore the assessment of structural safety and reliability 

is quite challenging. In addition, the riser response caused by the 

mining vehicle motion during working process in a large area 

should also be considered. To guarantee a safe operation and 

service life of the riser, it is necessary to carefully design its 

configuration and to analyze its performance. 

In this study, taking the saddle-shaped riser as our model, 

the influences of main design parameters on the riser 

configuration, tension and stress are examined. These parameters 

include the installation position of buoyancy modules, the 

buoyancy ratio and motion of mining vehicle. Firstly, the 

analysis model of the riser response is established based on FEM 
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in which the nonlinear large displacement and deformation of the 

structure are considered. Secondly, through our FEM simulation, 

the distribution and variation of tension and stress along the axial 

length of risers with different configurations are presented. 

Finally, the impacts of the mining vehicle motion on riser 

response are discussed. Our numerical results show that a small 

change of the buoyancy position and buoyancy ratio may lead to 

a significant change of the riser configuration, but a little change 

of riser tension/stress. And the saddle-shaped riser has a good 

tolerance performance to the bottom-end excitation.  

Keywords: Deep-sea mining; flexible riser; riser configuration; 

response and performance 

NOMENCLATURE 
Ue element displacement vector 

ui axial displacement 

vi lateral displacement 

θi rotational displacement 

le element length 

Ke element stiffness matrix 

Ni shape function 

Bi strain matrix 

xe axial location 
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ξ dimensionless location 

E elastic modulus of riser 

[K] riser stiffness matrix 

[U] riser displacement vector 

[P] load vector 

[σ] stress vector 

[B] strain matrix of the riser 

LB distribution position of Buoyancy B 

FB equivalent buoyancy force of Buoyancy B 

LC distribution position of Buoyancy C 

FC equivalent buoyancy force of Buoyancy C 

INTRODUCTION 

With the development of offshore oil and gas production 

and mining industry, riser systems of various configurations have 

been used for oil/gas/brine transportation, and they are becoming 

an important part of the whole production system. These riser 

systems usually include top tension riser (TTR), steel catenary 

riser (SCR) and hybrid riser [1]. With the increase of water depth, 

tension on the upper-end of SCR increases rapidly, which limits 

its further application in deep waters [2]. The TTR may suffer 

from a large tension due to the motion of the top-end float under 

environmental loads, while hybrid riser's joint is one of the 

difficult problems to deal with. Therefore, some new riser 

configurations have been proposed to meet the requirements for 

deep water production, e.g. compliant vertical access risers and 

steel lazy-wave riser [3-5] for oil/gas platform, and saddle shape 

riser [6] for ocean mining systems. 

To ensure the normal operation and a longer service life of 

riser system, its configuration needs to be designed carefully 

based on comprehensive examination of its structural response, 

such as the tension, stress and displacement of riser under 

excitation of environmental loads and moving boundary 

conditions. For SCR, TTR and lazy-wave riser, a large number 

of researches on riser design and response analysis are available 

for reference. Dong[7] and Lan[8] studied the fatigue response 

of a SCR in the touchdown zone and evaluated the mechanical 

behavior and the global performance of the riser. Some studied 

the dynamic response of the SCR under the influence of the 

internal flow[9], the vessel motion[10] and other factors. 

Chatjigeorgiou[11] investigated the effect of the steady flow 

inside the pipe on both the in-plane and the out-of-plane 

vibrations through his numerical simulations. Ai[12] studied the 

stress and fatigue damage along the lazy-wave risers with 

different distribution of buoyancy modules using genetic 

algorithms. Guo[13] studied the influences of the 

amplitude/frequency of the top vessel motion, along with the 

buoyancy modules distribution along structural length, on 

dynamic responses of lazy-wave and hybrid-tower types of 

risers. Jang[14] studied VIV(vortex-induced vibration) response 

of a long flexible lazy-wave riser using CFD simulations and 

Li[15] studied the multi-frequency vortex-induced vibration of a 

TTR in lineally sheared fluid field using the numerical approach. 

However, for case of a saddle-shaped riser, there have been few 

reports on structural response, particularly for a mining system 

in deep sea. 

For deep water field development, different types of 

flexible risers with a series of buoyancy modules are developed. 

Both the configuration and the mean tension level of the riser, 

which is mainly induced by the riser self-weight are strongly 

affected by the distribution of buoyancy modules. Before 

practical application, the buoyancy force and installation 

position of the modules should be carefully designed to archive 

a good performance. A high tension level may lead extremely 

restriction on the top-end float and/or bottom-end vehicle 

motions amplitudes to ensure limited amplitude of the riser 

tension variation range. On the other hand, the motion of top-end 

float and/or bottom-end vehicle is strictly controlled to prevent 

inducing excessive curvature and compression in riser.  

In this study, to improve the riser’s tension level and 

operational performance, the preliminary design analysis of a 

saddle-shaped riser is carried out through the finite element 

simulations. Firstly, the influences of the installation position of 

buoyancy modules and the buoyancy ratio (the ratio of buoyancy 

B and buoyancy C as shown in Fig.1) on the configuration, as 

well as tension and stress of the saddle-shaped riser, are studied. 

Further, the sensitivity of riser's key parameters to the motion of 

mining vehicle is analyzed under different installation scheme of 

buoyancy modules. The results show that the installation 

position of buoyancy modules would cause significant changes 

of riser configuration. Then the buoyancy ratio of the two 

buoyancy modules could also effectively reduce the maximum 

tension and the top tension of the riser. Finally, it is found that 

the saddle-shaped riser has a good response performance to the 

bottom-end excitation caused by the mining vehicle. 

1 Riser Model 

1.1 Riser Parameters and Load Cases 

The main parameters of the flexible riser considered in this 

study is selected according to the Project of the Deep-Ocean 

Mining System with 1 km water depth in the South Chinese Sea. 

The riser has a special configuration of saddle shape as shown in 

Fig.1, and its total length is 400m. The main parameters [6] are 

listed in Table 1. 

The responses, including the configurations, tensions and 

stress responses of the riser under different load cases, are 

calculated, where the location of buoyancy modules, buoyancy 

ratio and the miner position vary in different cases. The 

buoyancy locations and buoyancy forces (buoyancy ratio) in 

different cases are summarized in Table 2. The distribution 

length of Buoyancy B and C are both 20m and keeps constant in 

this study. LB indicates the distribution position of Buoyancy B, 

and FB is the equivalent buoyancy force. LC and FC represent the 

buoyancy position and force of Buoyancy C, and the buoyancy 

ratio is defined as FB/FC. The riser length is measured from the 

upper-end A to the bottom-end D. Through our calculations of 

riser response for Cases 1-4, the influences of the installation 

position of buoyancy modules on riser configuration, tension and 

stress will be studied. The comparisons between Case 4, Case 5 

and Case 6 will show the influence of the buoyancy ratio on the 

riser performance during operating state. 
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FIGURE 1: CONFIGURATION OF THE SADDLE-SHAPED 

FLEXIBLE RISER 

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS OF THE FLEXIBLE RISER 
Parameter Value 

Outside diameter 205.0mm 

Inner diameter 150.0mm 

Length 400m 

Weight in water 30.0kg/m 

Tensile stiffness 1.536e9N 

Bending stiffness 2.096e4Nm2 

TABLE 2. LOCATION OF BUOYANCY AND BUOYANCY 

FORCE IN DIFFERENT CASES 
Cases LB FB LC FC 

1 123m-143m 4.0t 256m-276m 8.0t 

2 123m-143m 4.0t 266m-286m 8.0t 

3 123m-143m 4.0t 276m-296m 8.0t 

4 123m-143m 4.0t 286m-306m 8.0t 

5 123m-143m 4.25t 286m-306m 7.75t 

6 123m-143m 4.5t 286m-306m 7.5t 

1.2 FEM Model 

The finite element simulation[16] is used in this study to 

calculate the response of the riser. The whole riser is divided into 

a set of beam elements, since the motion of the riser is in the x-y 

plane (see Fig.1). Only the in plane displacements are considered 

for each element (Fig.2), the displacement vector of the beam 

element is  

1 1 1[ ]T

e i i i i i iU u v u v      (1) 

where u and v are the axial and translational displacements 

respectively. θ is the rotational angle, and i is the node number 

of the beam element. For simplicity, the displacement vector is 

divided into two parts, i.e. the axial part and the lateral part 
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The shape functions are 
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where ξ=xe/le and xe are the axial location. The strain matrix can 

be written as 
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where Ae is the cross area. Then the stiffness of the element can 

be written as 
e
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K = B E B dA dx

K = B E B dA dx

 

 
(5) 

Assembling the stiffness matrix in Eq.(4), we can obtain the 

element stiffness matrix Ke, and, subsequently, the whole 

structural matrices. The static governing equation of the flexible 

riser is  

    [ ]K U P    (6) 

where [K], [U] and [P] are the stiffness matrix, displacement 

vector and load vector of the whole riser respectively. Solving 

Eq.(6), we can obtain the displacement vector [U] of the riser. 

And the average stress vector [σ] can be obtain with the 

following equation 

[ ] [ ] [ ]E B U     (7) 

where, E is the elastic modulus of the riser and [B] is the strain 

matrix. Once we got the stress distribution, the tension can be 

obtain by multiply the stress and the cross section area. 

  Here, the stress vector [σ] calculated using Eq.(7) is the 

average stress at the cross section, and the bending stress σB can 

be obtained by the following equation 

B

y
E


 (8) 

where, ρ is the curvature radius of the riser and y is the distance 

from point on cross section to neutral axis. And the relationship 

between the radius of curvature and the structural displacement 

is 
2

2

1 [ ]d U

dx
 (9) 

Using Eq.(7)-(9) we can obtain the bending and axial stresses of 

the riser. 

FIGURE 2: BEAM ELEMENT IN LOCAL COORDINATE 

SYSTEM 
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1.3 Model Verification 

The FEM model was developed here to calculate the 

tension, stress, displacement along with the configuration of the 

flexible riser. To verify the FEM model, the configuration and 

tension of a catenary mooring-line is calculated and compared 

with the experimental results. The parameters of the catenary are 

listed in Table 3[17], and Fig.3 (a) shows a schematic diagram 

of the structure. 

TABLE 3. PARAMETERS OF THE SECOND CATENARY 

MOORING-LINE 

Parameter Value 

Total length 21.0m 

Initial vertical projection 5.0m 

Axial stiffness 3.4e5N 

Equivalent hydrodynamic diameter 0.0034m 

Mass per unit length 0.069 kg/m 

Wet weight per unit length 0.5872 N/m 

Firstly, two catenary configurations with different 

horizontal projection, i.e. 19.872m for Configuration 1 and 

19.364m for Configuration 2 are calculated and compared with 

the experimental profiles. The comparison of catenary 

configurations is shown in Fig.3 (b). Table 4 shows the 

difference between the computed tension at the fairlead and the 

experimental measurement for both configurations, the 

difference in the predicted static tension is below 3%. It can be 

seen that both the tension and configurations agree well with the 

experimental results. 

(a) 

(b) 

FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (a) SCHEMATIC OF THE 

EXPERIMENTAL CATENARY (b) CONFIGURATIONS OF THE 

CATENARY  

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF STATIC FAIRLEAD TENSION 
Configuration Experimental/N[17] Numerical/N difference 

1 14.48 14.82 2.35% 

2 8.13 8.11 0.25% 

2 Numerical Results 

The structural safety and performance of a riser, in practical 

applications, are directly related to the level of riser 

tension/stress during mining operation, so it is necessary to 

design riser configuration carefully to ensure the safety and 

reliability of riser structure. A reasonable arrangement of 

buoyancy modules position and the buoyancy ratio in different 

regions is the important concerns of configuration design. On the 

other hand, the motion of the bottom mining vehicle could also 

cause a change of structural configuration and tension. In this 

section, the riser responses caused by different installation 

location of buoyancy modules, buoyancy ratios and motions of 

mining vehicle are calculated. During our calculations, it is 

regarded that both ends of the riser are hinged supports, and the 

riser motion is in the x-y plane, so the static 2D beam simulation 

is used as shown in Section 1.2. 

2.1 Buoyancy Module Location 

To analyze the influence of buoyancy module location on 

riser structure response, the configuration, tension and stress of 

the risers for Cases1-4 are calculated and compared with each 

other. Configuration comparison is shown in Fig.4.  

FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS IN CASE 1-

CASE 4 

It can be seen that the position of buoyancy module has a 

significant influence on riser configuration. As LC gets larger, i.e 

with the movement of Buoyancy C down toward the bottom-end, 

the overall displacement of the riser gradually drops. With the 

movement of the buoyancy module down toward the end, much 

buoyancy force is distributed on the part of segment CD of the 

riser (Fig.1). The decrease in buoyancy of AC segment provided 

by the buoyancy module is mainly responsible for the 

descending of the riser equilibrium position. On the other hand, 

positioning of the buoyancy module down toward bottom-end 

can also cause the increase of tension at the two ends. 

  Figure 5 shows the distribution of structural tension along 

riser length for different load cases. It can be seen that the 

maximum tension, 53kN, occurs near Buoyancy C, which is 

much higher than the tension at Buoyancy B, 20kN. With the 

movement of the buoyancy C down toward the bottom-end, the 
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maximum tension tends to decrease, and the maximum tension 

in Case 4 decreases by about 9% compared with Case 1. 

However, the tension of riser's two ends tends to increase. It is 

worthwhile to note that the tension value of the bottom-end 

should be designed to keep within a designed range, or it should 

not exceed the value of the gravity of the bottom mining vehicle. 

The bending stress distributions of the riser under the 4 

cases are shown in Fig.6. Different from the tension, the bending 

stress increases firstly and then decreases, while it does not 

significantly change with the variation of buoyancy position. 

FIGURE 5: COMPARISON OF RISER TENSION DISTRIBUTION 

IN CASE 1-CASE 4 

FIGURE 6: COMPARISON OF RISER STRESS DISTRIBUTION 

IN CASE 1-CASE 4 

2.2 Buoyancy Ratio 

Buoyancy ratio of the two buoyancy modules is also one of 

the important factors that affect riser configuration and response. 

The influences of buoyancy ratio on riser configuration, tension 

and stress are examined, while the position and total buoyancy 

force remain the same. The riser configurations under different 

operation conditions, i.e. Cases 4-6, are plotted in Fig.7. It can 

be seen that the change of buoyancy ratio has a significant impact 

on the overall configuration. In the three load cases, the most 

obvious change of riser position happens at the location of 

buoyancy B. The vertical position gets larger by approximately 

16m for every 0.25t increase of buoyancy force. However, the 

change of buoyancy ratio has no obvious influence on the riser 

position at the location of buoyancy C. Because the bottom-end 

is always in a tensional state, while the change of buoyancy can 

only affect the pre-tension. This can be further proven in the 

tension plots presented in Fig. 7. 

FIGURE 7: COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS IN CASE 4-

CASE 6 

The tension distributions along riser length, with different 

buoyancy ratio, are shown in Fig.8. The maximum tension at the 

two-end tension decrease with the increase of buoyancy ratio. 

That is mainly because the decrease of FC could reduce the 

pretension at the bottom-end, while the increase of FB could 

make a larger buoyancy to balance with the structural gravity. 

That reduce the value of gravity required to be balanced by the 

constraint force component of the upper-end, or the tension at 

the upper-end decreases. Compared with the maximum tension 

of 48.36KN in Case 4, the maximum tension in Case 6, 43.47KN, 

decreases by about 10%. The tension at the upper-end reduces 

from 21.49KN to 16.78KN, by about 22%.  

FIGURE 8: COMPARISON OF RISER TENSION DISTRIBUTION 

IN CASE 4-CASE 6 

Fig.9 shows the distributions of the bending stress along the 

riser length for the three load cases. With the change of buoyancy 

ratio, the bending stress at the location of buoyancy C change 

little, since the shape of the riser dos almost not change (Fig.7). 

With the increase of buoyancy ratio, the bending stress at the 

location position of buoyancy B presents a slight increase. 
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FIGURE 9: COMPARISON OF RISER STRESS DISTRIBUTION 

IN CASE 4-CASE 6 

2.3 Mechanical Performance in different positions of 
mining vehicle 

For given structural length and buoyancy module 

position of a riser, the motion of mining vehicle will directly 

changes the bottom-end position of the riser, that is to say that 

the horizontal projection of the riser may get larger or smaller. 

As the length of and the vertical projection of the riser remain 

the same, the variation of the horizontal projection will cause 

the change of its configuration. And consequently, the 

curvature of riser and the angles at the top and bottom ends 

become different, lead to the changes of axial tension and 

stress. The motion range of mining vehicle should be 

considered comprehensively during riser operation design. 

The riser responses are calculated when the mining vehicle 

operates in different position, for 3 load cases respectively. 

Here, the far-position (i.e. Far, horizontal projection is 250m) 

was defined as drift away from the upper-end (Fig.10), while 

the intermediate position was set as the equilibrium position 

(i.e. Neutral, horizontal projection is 200 m), and the near-

position was defined as the position when offset was closest 

to the upper-end (i.e. Near, horizontal projection is 150 m). 

FIGURE 10: RISER CONFIGURATIONS WITH DIFFERENT 

MINING VEHICLE POSITION 

Fig.11 shows the change of the maximum tension, for six 

load cases, when the mining vehicle is in different positions. 

Compared with the neutral-position, the maximum tension 

decreases by 0.46KN, when the mining vehicle move to the near-

position. While the maximum tension increases by 1.23KN when 

the mining vehicle moves to the far-position. This change of 

maximum tension indicates that the motion of mining vehicle to 

the far-position has a bigger influence on the riser tension. On 

the other hand, if concerning the absolute value of the tension 

change, the influence of mining vehicle motion is not obvious. 

FIGURE 11: COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM RISER TENSION IN 

DIFFERENT POSITION 

Fig.12 shows the change of the maximum riser stress, for 

the six load cases, when the mining vehicle is in different 

positions. It can be seen that the change of mining vehicle 

position has a significant impact on the maximum stress. When 

the mining vehicle moves to the near-position, the maximum 

stress increases by about 18.0%. And, when it moves to the far-

position, the maximum stress decreases by about 20.0%. For the 

six load cases, the variations of riser stress caused by the mining 

vehicle position are almost the same, which means that the 

saddle-shaped riser has a good tolerance performance to the 

bottom-end excitation.  

FIGURE 12: COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM RISER STRESS IN 

DIFFERENT POSITION 
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3 CONCLUSION 

The response analysis model of saddle-shaped mining riser 

is developed based on finite element simulation. By examining 

the tension and stress distributions along the riser length, the 

influences of some main factors, i.e. the buoyancy position, the 

buoyancy ratio and the position of the mining vehicle, on the 

structural responses are studied, in terms of the tension, stress 

and configuration of the riser.  

The numerical results show that the buoyancy position and 

buoyancy ratio have significant impacts on the riser 

configuration and tension. For examples, the changes of the 

buoyancy module position could introduce a 46m decrease of the 

riser vertical position. A small change of the buoyancy ratio can 

reduce the maximum tension and the top tension respectively by 

about 10% and up to 22%. The variations of riser stress caused 

by the mining vehicle position for 6 cases are almost the same, 

indicates that the saddle-shaped riser has a good tolerance 

performance to the bottom-end excitation. 

In this study, to improve the riser’s tension level and 

operational performance, the preliminary design analysis of a 

saddle-shaped riser is carried out through the finite element 

simulations. Or, our focus is the global/static response of the 

saddle-shaped riser. More detailed/further work, such as local 

stress, dynamic responses and VIV, will be carried out in the 

future. And, the hydrodynamic loads caused by the external 

and/or internal flow would be considered. 
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